More headsets, more wireless freedom.

CS500 XD™ SERIES

A new addition to Plantronics legendary CS family for desk phone communications, the CS500 XD Series is a high-quality solution for fitting more wireless headsets in an office environment.

Wireless range up to 350 feet
**CS500 XD Series**

**SUPERIOR COMFORT AND CALL MANAGEMENT**
- Gain mobility—multitask hands-free up to 350 feet
- Audio controls for volume/mute at your fingertips
- Conference in up to three additional CS500 XD headsets for enhanced collaboration
- CS540-XD/CS545-XD offer an ultra-light convertible headset with choice of three comfort tested wearing options to match your personal style
- Use with electronic hookswitch cable or handset lifter to remotely answer/end calls

**OUTSTANDING AUDIO QUALITY**
- 900 MHz wireless technology allows for the highest number of available channels for clear conversations
- Choose narrowband mode to preserve talk time or wideband mode for clearer conversations
- Noise-canceling microphone reduces background noise interruptions, ensuring great audio quality and easing listener fatigue
- Enhanced digital signal processing (DSP) provides more natural sounding voice

**SPECIFICATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Connects to</th>
<th>Desk phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ideal for</td>
<td>Enterprise office environments with a large concentration of desk-centric workers looking for a simple-to-set-up, simple-to-use wireless offering for managing desk phone calls</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Talk time         | CSS545-XD: Unlimited**  
|                   | CSS540-XD: Up to 6 hrs  
|                   | CSS510-XD/CS520-XD: Up to 8.5 hrs |

| Headset weight    | CS540-XD/CS545-XD Convertible: 21 g  
|                   | CS510-XD Over-the-head (monaural): 72 g  
|                   | CS520-XD Over-the-head (binaural): 94 g |

| Wireless frequency| 900 MHz, range up to 350 ft |
| Audio performance | Narrowband or wideband: up to 6,800 Hz |
| Hearing protection| CS510-XD, CS520-XD, CS540-XD, CS545-XD: SoundGuard: protects against sound levels above 118 dBA |

| Limited warranty  | 1 yr |

| Models            | CSS545-XD: Convertible + unlimited talk time**  
|                   | CSS540-XD: Convertible  
|                   | CSS520-XD: Over-the-head, binaural  
|                   | CSS510-XD: Over-the-head, monaural |

* Neckband sold separately  
** Includes a spare battery and charging cable for unlimited talk time

**FREE PLANTRONICS APPS**

plantronics.com/apps
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*Made for iPod.* "Made for iPhone," and "Made for iPad" mean that an electronic accessory has been designed to connect specifically to iPod, iPhone, or iPad, respectively, and has been certified by the developer to meet Apple performance standards. Apple is not responsible for the operation of this device or its compliance with safety and regulatory standards. Please note that the use of this accessory with iPod, iPhone, or iPad may affect wireless performance.